
Owen appointed dean of Arts and Sciences
By DON LASSUS

Dr. George Owen, Physics, has been
appointed Dean of the Faculty of Arts
and Sciences.
The appointment was announced

Yesterday by President Steven Muller and
will take effect on April 3rd.
Owen, who presently serves as

Chairman of the Physics Department, will
succeed Dr. George Benton who was
named Vice President for the Homewood
division last week as part of a move to
reorganize the administration.
Commenting on his appointment Owen

stated, "Some one had to do it. This is a
new challenge that has to be tried."

Not God
The new Dean indicated that his

responsibilities would stress academic
Policy-making rather than the
administrative duties characterizing

Benton's office.
Owen stated his desire to improve

undergraduate teaching and programs and

called for an overall evaluation of courses

by students.
Emphasizing the need to restore a

sense of community to Hopkins, Owen

said, "A good administrator doesn't sit

down like God and say—'I'm going to

have an ingenious idea!' He mixes with as

much of the community as he

can.' Muller expressed his satisfaction

with the appointment stating, "I am

personally delighted and grateful that so

able and distipguished a man has accepted

this vital assignment." Muller described

Owen as a "scholar" with exceptional

leadership abilities and substantial respect

and support of the faculty.
Tough Job

The new dean choice met with

enthusiastic acceptance from faculty
members.

"George- Owen has a conception of this
campus that will help us out in the next
few years," remarked Dr. Owen Phillips,
Earth and Planetary Sciences Chairman.
"He'll be a tough dean and that will be
good."

Wide-ranging

Classics Chairman Dr. Marsh McCall
commented, "He's going to have to be
tough. I both hope and expect that he'll
be a firm and sympathetic and
wide-ranging dean."

Noting the difficulties of the dean's
position, Dr. Joseph Sampson,
Mathematics Chairman, stated, "I think
maintaining the traditional course is very
important. Owen will be an extremely
able dean."
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Trustee election questioned
By STEPHEN TULLOSS

Yesterday, after the
completion of balloting and
tabulation for young trustee
nominations, one of the three
winners' eligibility came under
question within the Supervisory
Committee.

University Secretary Victor
Dates, who chairs the
Committee, stated, "There is a
question of eligibility about one
of them." The candidates were
Presumably screened for their
eligibility by the Supervisory
Committee before the voting.
One senior observed, "If they

decide now, ,after all the
extensions and everything else,
that one of the winners is out of
the running, whatever they do
next won't mean anything." He
also noted that votes that went
to the ineligible candidate would
clearly have gone to others "if

• the decision had been made at

the proper time." Dates declared,
"If the decision is reached (that
the candidate is ineligible), the
selection can't be binding."
The candidates themselves,

indicate that Chris Ohly and
Abram Kronsberg are the two
candidates most likely to arouse
eligibility questions. Ohly is
registered this semester at
Hopkins' School of Advanced
International Studies in
Washington, and Kronsberg,
having come to the University in
1967 and later taken a
one-semester leave of absence, is
a five-year student.
Many of the candidates,

including Ohly, Kronsberg, Jim
Phelps and Mike Hill, expressed
dismay at the additional
complication. "I almost can't
believe it's fouled up again,"
said Phelps. Kronsberg indicatted
that the continuing difficulties
with the choice • of candidates

detracts from the credibility of
the process.
The eligibility of both

Kronsberg and Ohly was
discussed before petitions were
submitted, and both were cleared
by the Supervisory Committee's
screening. "They should stick by
their decision, to 'make things
believable," said Kronsberg.

According to Dates, the matter
should be resolved by .the end of
this week. Members- of the'
Supervisory Committee contend
that the delay is the result of an
oversight; Russ Passarella, one of
last year's young trustees and a
member of the Committee,
stated, "It just won't be perfectly
handled the first time it's done."
Kronsberg stated, "It would be a
real shocker if it were badly
handled one more time."
Members of the election

committee refused to name the

See 'ELIGIBILITY, page 2
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State government to
hear termpaper bill

By MICHAEL BERKE
A bill to outlaw submission of

professionally prepared
termpapers in courses at
Maryland colleges has been
introduced in the Maryland
House of Delegates.
The statute, proposed by

Delegate Paul Weisengoff,
(D.6th) came in the wake of a
petition circulated by junior
Richard Sanford and sophomore
Scott Dennis condemning the use
of commercial termpaper
services.

Violation of the proposed
statute carries a penalty of fines
up to $1,000 and/or six months
imprisonment.

Weisengoff's bill is modeled
after a proposed law under
consideration by the New York
state legislature.

Next Week
Introduced on March 6, the

Weisengoff bill has not been
scheduled for a hearing by the
Speaker of the House. The
Baltimore delegate expects
hearings to be held this week or
next.

Unsure of which committee
would conduct the hearings,
Weisengoff expects the bill to
come before the Judiciary
Committee, the Committee on

Constitutional and
Administrative Law or the
Subcommittee on Economic
Matters.

His bill parallels a measure to
ban sale of termpapers
introduced on behalf of
Maryland Attorney General
Francis Burch.

Weisengoff expressed his hope
that his bill would be passed by
the legislature this session. The
only obstacle to passage he saw
was possibly unconstitutional
language in the text of the bill.

Testimony

Sanford has been asked to
testify at committee hearings by
University of Maryland
Psychology Professor Edwin A.
Locke.
Locke is a member of a

University of Maryland Faculty
Senate subcommittee that came
up with the idea of legislation
against termpaper firms.
Support of termpaper

legislation by Hopkins
administrators is seen as likely.

Ellery Woodworth, special
assistant to President Steven
Muller, stated, ."If proper
legislation were introduced, it
can be presumed that the
University would support it."

Safari Train slated to appear at Hopkins fair
By HOWARD WEAVER

The Safari Train from the

Baltimore Zoo will wind through

the streets of Homewood as
parachutists dive for the athletic
field and concerts and exhibits
entertain the expected thousands
at "3400 On Stage," the Hopkins
festival set to take place during
the weekend beginning April 20.

Organizers for the event which
is billed as a "contemporary
festival," estimate that as many
as 20,000 people will be involved
in the activities at some point.

At- I The three-day fest includes
*0 displays, athletic contests, sales
'4' and exhibitions of arts and crafts,

a parade, several concerts and

numerous other activities.
Planning for the event is well

under way, according to
organizers, with many of the
scheduled activities already
confirmed. Plans call for nearly
continuous activity during the

three days and evenings which

the festival will span.
"We have a hard core of hard

workers putting the fair
together," said Bobbi Nuttle,
co-chairman of "3400." About
30 people have been working on
advance planning, and many
more will be required before the
opening of the festival, Nuttle
said.

"The plans are really great,

things are really coming along,"
said Gerry Bates, SC president
and the other co-chairman of the
event. He reported that much of
the funding necessary for staging
the festival has been raised.
An initial $2,000 in funds

from the Student Council started
the project, originally billed as
the Hopkins Fair. Since that
time, additional money for the
project has been raised.

Grants of $500 each have been
received from the Alumni
Association and the National
Brewing Company, with some
other contributions listed as
probable. MacDonalds
Corporation has agreed to

sponsor the prizes for the
high-school band and parade
competition, Nuttle announced.
Events scheduled for the

festival include several concerts,
to take place throughout the
duration of the fete. The
Hopkins Band and Glee Club
have scheduled concerts, several
groups from ihe Peabody
Conservatory have agreed to
perform, and Jazz, Country and
Western, Gospel and Rock music
groups will be heard. Many of the
musical performances, together
with most of the festival, are set
to take place outdoors. Thesteps
of Gilman and Shriver Halls will
host several.Gerry Bates
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campus notes
DINNER

An International Dinner,
sponsored by the International
Club, will be held on Sunday
March 19 at 5:30 pm. All are
welcome, and may either pay $2
at door or bring their own food.

TAYLOR
Livingston Taylor will present
two concerts at Shriver Hall on
Saturday. March 18, at 7:30 pm
and 10 pm. Tickets are available
at the Book Center and at the
door, $3 regular and S2 students.

EVOLUTION
Brenda Sladen and Rada
Dyson-Hudson will speak on
"Environment and Behavior in
Evolutionary Perspective" today
at the Phipps Clinic at 5:15 pm.

LYNNE
Theatre Hopkins will continue its
run of East Lynne through March
1 9 , playing Fridays and
Saturdays at 8:30 and Sundays at
7, with a matinee at 2 pm March
18. Tickets are available at the
Barn, $2 for students, $3 for
others.

Coke is the Real Thing
So is a Harley Sandwich

Stop By and Find
Out Why?

3111 St. Paul St.
OPEN LATE

CLASSIFIED

COLLEGE SENIORS: We

need 5 seniors who want to
work back home in Baltimore
as Registered Reps. Call
DeRand Investment Corp. for
appt. at 265-8282

FOR TRAVEL INFOR-

MATION: Call Martin Vogel,

I TWA 
Campus Rep-

resentative. 889-5774.

McGOVERN
The McGovern Citizens group
will meet today at 7:30 pm in
the Garrett Room. For more
information call John
McGlennon at 243-6465.

PEACE
Yitzhak Rabin will discuss
“prospects for Peace in the
Middle East" on Wed. March 15
at 5:30 pm in Shriver Hall.

ELECTRONICS
Jean Ivey will illustrate electronic
music composition on Thursday.
March 16 at noon in the Garrett
room. Jean Ivey is the designer
and director of the Electronic
Music Studio at Peabody.

EXPERIMENT

NEEDED: 11 males and 11

females for Clinical Testing. Wt.,

60-100 kgs.; Ht., 5'4"-6'4". Age,

21-50 yrs. Fee Paid. Once a

week, for 4 weeks. For

information, contact

Pharmacopathics Research

Laboratories, 776-0216.

Nominee

eligibility
ELIGIBILITY, from page 1

candidate whose eligibility is in

question. Ohly, agreeing with the

candidates contacted, said, "It

looks like it's either Abram
(Kronsberg) or me."

Ohly noted that he had cleared

his candidacy before submitting

his petition. "I was told by Bob

Young (a committee member)

that I was eligible, and he had

talked to Vic Dates." Ohly has

declared his intention to

withdraw from the SAIS program

today. "I will still be registered at

SA1S, but I will have withdrawn

from the program, and I will have

indicated my position."

CLASSIFIED ,

Passport and School
Application PHOTO—
GRAPHS. Mon. & Thurs. 7-8,
Sat. 5-6. 3322 Greenmount;
in the John Gach Bookshop.
Call 467-4344.

STUDENTS-Educational
Research Firm interested in
acquiring campus reps.
Phantom Research, P.O. Box
901, Severna Park, Md.
21146. 268-3919.

WEDNESDAY NOON SERIES
presented by

The Offi of Special Events

Milton S. EisenhowerJAbrary, Garrett Room

Johns Hopkins University, Homewood Campus

March 15 at 12:00 noon

RECITAL
byAGI RADO,

concert pianist, imd lecturer in applied music,

Goucher College.
Including works by Clementi, Brahms, Liszt and

Bartok

SENIORS 
• •GRADUATING?

We DON'T care what your major is; we have

positions for only five people.

Train now Fulltime in,June

Become an account executive / registered

representative in the stock market and related fields.

For appointment, call Mr. Fields at 265-8282.

DE RAl\D
INVESTMENT CORPORATION OF AMERICA

Evergreen House is the site of today's open case study meetings.

Sunuper Jobs For Undergrad-1s!

Representatives from the GOOD HUMOR CORPORATION

will be on campus on Monday, March 20. They are interested

in interviewing students who might be interested in a summer

job selling ice cream. For information and to sign up for an

interview, please come to the Placement Bureau, The Attic,

Homewood House.

Special for St. Patrick's Day

A Beautiful, Fresh

Green Carnation

CORSAGE
with Green Ribbon & Green Lace

with a real Irish penny

50 .for the whole works
March 1 4-1 7

Clay Florists
1 1 2 W. Clay St.

Between Liberty & Park Ave.

727-9227

MONUMENTAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY
ANNOUNCES

SCHOLASTIC AWARDS IN

ACTURIAL MATHEMATICS

750 each

If you are a Johns Hopkins undergraduate in the Class of '73,

'74, or '75 and a Maryland resident, you are eligible to compete

for the awards, which will be granted on the basis of

examinations of the Society of Actuaries to be held in Baltimore

in May 1972. Awards granted will be credited toward your Johns

Hopkins tuition for the 1972-1973 academic year.

Subject matter for the first two examinations of the Society is

as follows:

First Examination: Algebra and Calculus (Differential and

Integral)
Second Examination:' Probability and Statistics

A total of four awards is available as follows:

One award will be granted to the student receiving the

highest passing score in the first examination and one to

the student receiving the highest passing score on the

second, and two additional will be granted to the second

highest score in each of the examinations. No individual

will be entitled to more than one award ' ased on the May

1972 examinations.
Recipients of awards from previous examinations:

EDMUND SAM BUCO, JR ., Class of '72

RALPH F. WACHTER,Class of '72

For further information, consult the Office of Financial Aid,

117 Garland Hall, or contact the following at Monumental Life

Insurance Company, Charles and Chase Streets, Baltimore,

(Phone 695-2900):
DWIGHT K. BARTLETT, Ill, Senior Vice President

Application should be made before April 1,1972.A YOUNG COMPANY WITH REAL IDEAS 
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Ainsworth: love /work /zeal
By ROBERT PAULUS

It is obvious that Mary
Dinsmore Salter Ainsworth is
involved in a love affair with her
work.
Upon entering her office, one

senses the passion and zeal she
brings to her profession.
Friendly, almost matronly, she
reminisces about her career in
Psychology.

Ever since her stay at the
Tavistock clinic in London, Dr.
Ainsworth has been obsessed
with the effect on personality
development of a child's
separation from its mother at
infancy. "I was interested in
discovering what was so
important to the relationship in
those early years."

Her work in Baltimore has
been an intensive study of the
mother-infant attachment.
"Although this has become a big
field in the last ten years, my

research is unique in that it is an
intense longitudinal study of the
first year, with long trips to the
home to study infant
development in its natural
environment."

Interest in mother-infant
interaction led Dr. Ainsworth to
Africa to continue her research in
that field. At the East African
Institute of Social Research, at
Makerere College, In Kampala,
she often traveled 15 to 20 miles
daily to carry on field research
among village peoples there.
Normal. research problems were
complicated by the language
barrier. Mary Ainsworth pressed
on.

Her resulting studies in Africa
were not unlike those in
Baltimore. "The similarities
between the two cultures are
more marked than the
differences in the way infants are
treated. It is not too useful to

quantify the varying strengths in
the relationships: it is the
qualitative differences which are
more important."

Dedicated to Psychology
Coming to Hopkins in 1956,

Dr. Ainsworth has remained
dedicated to the study of
psychology. When she first came
to Hopkins, she worked two days
a week as a clinical psychologist
at Sheppard Pratt Hospital.
Today she teaches developmental
psychology and personality
development with special
emphasis on maternal
deprivation. Dr. Ainsworth
finds teaching at Hopkins a big
change from her experiences at
the University of Toronto.
"There, undergraduates in the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences
received instruction in either a
Pass or an Honor Course. It was a
small prescribed curriculum with
few options."

2-2-2 program in doubt
By JOE CANTOR

The future of the proposed
2-2-2 accelerated medical
program remains in do ubt as it
undergoes continued scrutiny by
various segments of the medical
faculty.
Approved by Homewood's

Academic Council, the proposal
aroused the interest of the
Advisory Board of the Medical
School last May, but sufficient
objections were raised to warrant
further study.
The result of a faculty

committee report last year, the
2-2-2 program envisioned two
Years of pre-medical work and
two years of human biology
(these four years to be at
Homewood) followed by an
additional two years of clinical
study at the East Baltimore
campus.

Stifled Elite
Proponents of the program,

according to Ray Baily, President
Of the Graduate Student
Association at the medical
school, maintain that its

implementation would cut the
length of medical education by
two years and would avoid much
redundancy in certain topics of
study along the way.

Opponents of the \ proposal
asserted that it would stifle
personal growth of the students
involved as well as creating an
elite group of medical students
accepted into the program at
Homewood. It was further noted
that the plan might tax the
facilities at the med school.
One source at the East

Baltimore campus claimed that
an alliance had been formed
against 2-2-2 by department
chairmen fearing that the
program might detract from their
influence. He also indicated that
a type of alternate program had
been proposed.

More Opinions
Dr. Leon Weiss of the

Anatomy Department stated that
Basic Sciences Department
Chairmen had been meeting as a
group, but did not know whether
the group had drawn up a

proposal of their own.
According to Dr. Vernon

Mountcastle, Chairman of
Physiology, the Basic Sciences
chairmen have recently expressed
"diverse" opinions on the subject
to President Steven Muller.
Muller holds the ultimate
decision-making power in the

matter.
Ana t omy Department

Chairman Dr. David Bodian
remarked that the 2-2-2 proposal
was still under study by the Basic
Sciences Chairmen and the
Medical School Council, a faculty
committee. Once the Medical
Council makes its
recommendations, Bodian
indicated that the Advisory
Board would make its decision.

No Objections

"No one has objected to this
in principle," commented
Bodian. "The question is whether
Hopkins is the right place at the
right time to do this. There are a
lot of practical things which must
be considered."

.c

Dr. Mary Ainsworth sees similairities between Baltimore and Africa.

She enjoys teaching both
undergraduates and graduates at
Homewood. "I am favorably
impressed with the caliber of
undergraduates here. They are
just serious enough to be
rewarding."

Although she entered the field
of psychology long before the
onslaught of the women's
liberation movement, Dr.
Ainsworth does not feel that she
has been discriminated against.
At the Institute in Kampala, half

the members were women as well
as the Director. Among the
African villagers she was regarded
as a "European woman" and
consequently was treated as more
of an equal than the native
women.

Today, most of Mary
Ainsworth's time and energy is
consumed in her teaching and
research. "I was once an
enthusiastic gardener but now it
seems that my work takes up
more and more of my time."

SC elections postponed
to third week in April

Council in session last night

Commission begins Hopkins case study
By ROBERT RUBY

President Steven Muller
Yesterday told the first session of
a three day Case Study on
Hopkins that the current process
of undergraduate education must
be re-examined. "The most
urgent priority must be given to
redefining the mission of this
University in terms of
undergraduate education," he
said.

Muller referred to the history
of Hopkins as being one in which
graduate study had been
emphasized and said that changes
in undergraduate study, "don't
mean a revolution." "We must
find out what we are ,doing, can
do, and should do," he
commented.
The director of the case study,

Dr. David Goddard of the
University of Pennsylvania, said
that the participants were not
here, "to tell Hopkins how they

ought to run their university."
Instead, they were here so they
could learn from the experiences
of Hopkins. The teaching of
undergraduates in a research-
oriented institution is one of the
major concerns both of Hopkins

See UNDERGRADS, page 5
rat .4.04.0.-

By WARREN GULIN
In their meeting with Vice

President George Benton,
high-echelon administrators and
members of the faculty, the
Commission On Higher
Education criticized the Hopkins'
system of advising in their

ao

0
.c

lengthly afternoon meeting in the
Garrett Room.
The 12 participants who sat on

the Commission were visiting
Hopkins in a Case Study of
primary graduate-oriented
universities. Three observers were
present to recommend or. refuse
to grand accreditation.

After hearing discussions on
the function of the Academic
Council and the Faculty General
Assembly presented by Dr. James
Deese and Dr. Avrom Fleishman
respectively, the Commission was
addressed by Vice President
George Benton on problems of
financial aid and undergraduate
admissions.

Benton noted the progressive
decline in applications filed by
males, the large numbers of
natural science majors, the
mid-Atlantic origins of the
majority of most students, and
See ADVISING, page 5

By ALVIN STEIN
Student Council election dates

have been changed to April 10
and 11 for Council officers and
April 17 and 18 for class
representatives and officers.
The SC changed the election

dates at last night's meeting
arguing that insufficient publicity
was given to the elections
originally scheduled for Thursday
and Friday.

Petitions for the new election
dates will be accepted before
April 7 for Council officers and
until April 16 for glass positions.

For Legalization

The Council passed a
resolution to support legislation
under consideration in the
Maryland legislature to legalize
the sale of beer and wine to
18-year olds. The SC moved to
send letters to the State House
and Senate and the Baltimore
City Council stating their interest
in passage of the bill.
A motion was defeated calling

for a referendum to increase the
student activity fee by $10
effective in September, 1972.

Under Administration

The Council rejected the
motion deciding to rely on the
proposed $100 matriculation fee
for incoming students. According
to the plan presented by Dean
Benton last month, all incoming
freshmen, transfer and graduate
students would pay a standard
$100 fee which would cover
student activities and graduation
fees. Presently enrolled students
would continue to pay $25
yearly for student activities.
A motion was defeated to levy

a $10 fee on undergraduates. The
money collected from this fee
was to be incorporated into the
SC social fund allowing for an
additional $19,000 to be used
primarily for concerts financing.Evening College Dean Roman Verhaalen, center, at case study.
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%^IN CONCERT
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SHRIVE Ft lifILL -JOHNS HOPKINS UNIV.
2 Hews oNcl,e‘c JON MUSETTE DART

tickets: $2.00 w/ JHU ID

$3.00 w/o

available at the door & JHU bookstore
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Hopkins case study

considers undergrads
UNDERGRADS, from page 3
and by observers' universities.

The purpose of the meetings is
to allow the Middle States
Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools to review
academic accreditation and to
facilitate the exchange of
information about undergraduate
education among the attending
observers.
Monday's first meeting

consisted of speeches and
discussion led by key Hopkins
administrators on two topics,
"The University and its
Organization" and "The
Organization and Objectives of
the Arts and Sciences Division."

Muller opened the session,
Which was attended by the
three-member committee directly
concerned with accreditation as
well as ten observers, and spoke
about recent changes in the
central administration.
He explained that he was in

the process of redefining the
duties of the empty Provost's
office and that he hoped John
Young would stay on as
Associate Provost. The new

SPECIAL
NOTICE

Student
and

Faculty
Discounts

ON

Goodyear Tires
Gates Tires
Recapped Tires
Monarch Tires

auto repairs

Brakes
Alignment
Tune-Up
Grease & Oil Change
Shock Absorbers
Mufflers
Anti-Freeze
Wheels

Several at& Mans Argilabk

Paul
Schnitzer
Tire Co.
1027 - 39
Nikon St.
539.- 5390

MUST BRING
THIS AD

.1mm rotl

officer will apparently have
definite limits placed on his
office authority, as Muller added,
"I do not intend to see the role
of the President eroded."

Salary Increases
Throughout the session Muller

continued to tell the visitors
plans which few students or
faculty members were aware of.
Some faculty and administrative
members will receive salary
increases and thus end the
University's salary freeze. He also
asserted that the Unive.rsity will
continue to operate the Applied
Physics Lab for the indefinite
future.
He announced that a

counterpart to Dean Benton's
new position as Vice-President of
the Homewood schools will be
appointed for the Medical
institutions. Saying that there
would be little central linkage
between Homewood and JHMI,
he called the two geographical
divisions "two universes."

Associate Provost John Young,
have a brief summary of the
history of the University and of
its present organization into six
divisions. He emphasized that
research had always been a part
of Hopkins and the "creation and
the collection of knowledge"
were both important goals.

Benjamin Willis, who will
become Director of the Budget
effective March 20, spoke about
the need to view the budget as "a
controlled device." "I'm not
persuaded that the phenomenal
growth of the 60's was a
controlled one. It's reasonable to
have one man who takes care of
the budget on a day. to day
basis," said Willis.

Ecfio gfilift Sfiop
Merchandise on Consignment
Antiques- China - Glass • Furniture

Closed Wednesdays 889-3255

414 E. 31st. -- Near Greenmount

Observers
ADVISING, from page 3

the unfortunate effects of limited
financial assistance on drawing
undergraduates to Hopkins.

Ivy League Competition
Benton also commented that

the Ivy League Schools compete
with Hopkins for undergraduates
and usually win. The limited
number of undergraduates who
remain at Hopkins for graduate
work in the Humanities and
Social Sciences was also a subject
of the Benton talk.
While prefacing Larry

Denton's remarks on the state of
student life, the Vice President
revealed that the new Student
Union would be constructed in
the next few months. Benton
also drew the Commission's

criticize
attention to recent improvements
in student services which include
the addition of one woman to
Dean Dr. G. Wilson Shaffer's
Psychological Clinic and the
gynecological services now
offered to co-eds.

Commission member Wendell
Holladay of Vanderbilt ,criticized
Benton's de-emphasis of
curricular problems citing the
undergraduate student body's
general dissatisfaction with large
classes and meager course
offerings.

Up-Grade Conditions
Poi rting to the

recommendations of the Blue
Ribbon Panel on Undergraduate
Education, Holladay declared
that curricular reform and not
improvements in student services

advising
are required to up-grade
undergraduate conditions.

In his paper on the system of
Advising and Counseling, Dr.
Frederick Dierman revealed that
department majors fare far better
in advising than those
undergraduates that choose to
major in academic areas.

Intimacy

To encourage intimacy
between advisors and advisees
Dierman recommended that a
series of departmental
"coffee-Klatches" be instituted
in the near future. He also urged
senior faculty to set examples for
junior faculty by devoting more
time to advising which he called
"an integral part of a student's
education."

,
Friendly feelings and the great taste of
Coca-Cola. That's the way it should be.

It's the real thing. Coke.

bottled iitider the 01 the COCil CI)I:1 C.ompany lV Coca-Cola Bottling Company of Baltimore

2525 Kirk Avenue / Baltimore, Maryland 21218

THE STUDENT COUNCIL
REVISED ELECTION DATES

ELECTION OF OFFICERS
PRIMARY ELECTION RUN-01 FS

April 10-11 April 13-14

ELECTION OF CLASS REPRESENTATIVES
AND OFFICERS

PRIMARY ELECTION RUN-OFFS

April 17-18 April 20-21

•
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The appointment of George Owen to be Dean of the
Faculty of Arts and Sciences brings to the Homewood
administration a man of proven ability in
administrative matters.
From the Strider-Owen proposal for a University

Senate to the Faculty Committee on Administrative
Finance, Owen has shown a clear grasp of the issues as
well as a willingness to stay with a problem until a
practical solution has been found.

With all these factors in his favor, Owen could be
one of the best deans Homewood has ever had. If he
remains open to student viewpoints, undergraduates
here will feel that there is someone in the
administration here who is on their side, a unique
event in Hopkins history.

But if he should move into the rarefied, historic
atmosphere of Homewood House and concern himself
with doling out money to departments and resolving
faculty squabbles, everyone will lose. Students will
once again feel that administrators are interested only
in moving paper from one desk and one committee to
another and their cynicism about Hopkins will appear
justified. Faculty will have little leadership.

So George Owen has a great responsibility. If he can
live up to his promise as dean, he can make Hopkins a
place students want to come to. If he does not,
Hopkins will have failed once again to give
undergraduates what they pay for.

Letters to the Editor:
To the Editors:

Professor Fleischman's recent letter
deserves some reply. The need to answer
his letter is not occisioned by his crude
attack on China, nor his misplaced attack
on Professor Pfeffer's confusion of
consumerism with political analysis. As
to the former, anyone familiar with ad
hominem attacks will recognize
propaganda when he sees it; if
Fleischman were to attempt to convince
anyone of his scholarly competence by
comparing, say, features of 18th century
France and Poland out of context he
would be laughed out of the room. All
that need be said on this score is that
whatever Mao's shortcomings are—and
Stalinist opportunist as he is, they are
legion—he and his government are an
infinite improvement over the good old
days. To take a marginal society such as
China's was during the Imperialist era
into the 20th century is a great
achievement even as it was done by
sub-Marxist Mao. As to Pfeffer, it is no
a ck. of object'Mty that cencIecs tNis
 - ,

puerile desire to make China palatable to
exactly the petit bourgeois tastes that
both he and Fleischman express.

I the apparent content of
Fleischman's letter is so insignificant
what then in it deserves attention? It is
its red-baiting that is serious.

Fleischman, the self-appointed Sidney
Hook of Baltimore, is an amateur
witch-hunter. The process as revealed in
his letter shows mastery of the slimier
techniques of super-sleuth Hook himself.
The arguments run like these. America is
an open society—China is not. Anyone
who can not tell the difference is
dangerous and incompetent. Dangerous
because America is always under attack
from ruthless totalitarianism. Since
America is so open that even the study of
Montesquieu is pursued (but neither
Marx nor Hegel in any serious way) she is
threatened from without and within. The
threat from within derives from knaves or
fools—conscious agents of totalitarianism
or those who cannot tell the difference
between same. We are invited to conslude
that to preserve our openness, reluctantly
we must winnow out these "elements."

Let us make one thing clear.
Fleischman and his ilk are as vicious as
they need be. That is, as the situation of
Capitalist crisis grows, the virtue of
red-baiting increases. Hopkins may not
yet rival the California campuses where
Hook helped to manage the frame-up of
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Angela Davis or where Professor
Franklin's Tenure was rescinded for
strictly political reasons, but it is worth
considering that Fleischman could not
have put forward such crudetois in the
News-Letter two years ago because public
opinion would have been so hostile to
him. The present economic crisis and the
consequent austerity has frightened and
demoralized many liberal professors.

We are not entering an era of extreme
crisis—the LC's thesis is that we face the
choice of Socialism or Fascism (to
prepare people for this encounter we are
sponsoring a talk by Costas Axios,
Fascism: The Final Stage of Capitalism,
Clipper Room, Wednesday, 8:15 pm.)
Fleischman's letter, however insignificant
in itself, is extremely important for the
tendency it represents.

G. M. Hooks

To the Editors,
Ps.vcom Fleischman's response to Rick

vceske.N.'
squarely Into Me error lie denounces. His
appeal for an impartial observer comes at
the end of a letter marked by the most
naive ethnocentrism. One can imagine
Fleischman's own report from China.
Through the dim glass of his conventional
liberal wisdom, he would peer into the
temples and count the crowd, inquire
about the state of 18th-century studies,
deplore the fact that fathers are separated
from their children to work the land. He
would look deeply into the eyes of
people and record their pain. Persuaded
that intellectual and human freedoms had
been neglected, he would return to
America, wracked with violence, blighted
by poverty and racism, and conclude to
his satisfaction that we have very little to
learn from China.
One does not have to accept Pfeffer's

account as the whole story-his intention
after all was strictly limited- in order to
deplore Fleischman's hasty and ill-formed
judgments. It would seem, at the very
least, confronted by a great culture that
has lain for so long outside our sphere, in
the face of a revolution whose conditions
and forms we are only beginning to
understand, that we might practice some
intellectual modesty, suspend our
judgments, and entertain for a while the
admittedly remote possibility that there
are more things in heaven and earth than
are dreamt of in the ADA.

Richard Klein

Once more, the Young Trustee election results have
been placed in jeopardy. Several weeks ago, no one
was willing to say who was running for the post. Last
week, at the time when the elections were slated to
begin, neither the candidates nor the electorate knew
when or where the voting was to take place. Now,
after the balloting has been completed and nearly half
the juniors and seniors have voted, the whole process
may be thrown out. The eligbility of one of the three
winners has been questioned by the very committee
that was already supposed to have sorted out all these
sorts of problems.

The eligibility question should by now be moot.
Abram Kronsberg and Chris Ohly, the two candidates
who have had their positions on the ballot questioned,
are students here right now. Even if they were not, the
Trustees' own appointed representative group, the
election's Supervisory Committee,, has already ruled
them eligible, if not in fact then at least by 'a de facto
decision. To try to reconsider the vote, perhaps as a
result of some personal conflict between the
Supervisory Committee members and one of the
candidates, a possibility suggested by one of the
candidates, would be ridiculous. The election must
stand. If it does not, the whole process will have been
belittled once too often and the final nominees will
lack that student backing which was their only real
reason for serving on the Board of Trustees at all.
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Players enthrall viewers with 1860's morality
By MICHAEL WEISSMAN

East Lynne, Theatre Hopkins' current
production, seems to remind its audience
of more a Dudley Do-Right cartoon than
the serious melodrama that it was when it
was first presented way back during the
Civil War in 1863.
The play, subtitled "The Moral Lesson

of the Age," concerns the daughter of an
earl who marries an upright young
country solicitor, then falls prey to
jealousy and later to inconstancy. But, of
course, she soon learns the error of her
ways, and returns, at her deathbed,
punished and contrite.

Moral Lesson

At the time the play was written, the
moral lesson was of far greater import
than it seems now. In fact, the only hint
of any sort of modernism in the plays'
outlook is that the heroine really does
bear a child by the man she runs away
with, and that she is never Tea% te‘t

va.

rest OP the company after she commits
her evil deeds.
Today, of course, all of the sticky

morality is funny, but what .is even
better, that means funnier, is the way the
actors act, the way the stage is
backdropped and used, and the way the .=
organ and flute come in with very

dramatic music at very dramatic points in
the play.

Original Version
In an effort to make the whole

production as close to its original version,

Sir Francis Levison

director Laurelene Pratt has used
dialogue that came from one of the early
texts. The dialogue was given an added
touch of historicity by use of the Delsate
system of oral interpretation, which was

Arthur Laupus) tempts the .Lady Isabel (Ruth Lawson Walsh)

DeSica's sensuous
By MICHAEL LEHMAN

'The Garden of the Finzi-Continis', the
next feature at the Charles Theatre, is the
latest film in Vittorio DeSica's lengthy
career-a career which rose to heights of
poignant beauty with 'The Bicycle Thief',
only to generate into whimsical Italian
comedy, the stuff of which commercial
films are made. (examine 'Divorce Italian
Style' or 'Woman Times Seven').
Now, in a rare return to form, DeSica

revives his early style, rewotking the
grace and beauty into a viable product.
Like a cameo of pearl and ivory, DeSica's
film captures the rare beauty of an image,
preserves it, and lays it over the structure
of a modern world too coarse to allow its
existence.

Set in Italy during the rise of fascism,
'The Garden of the Finzi-Continis' is a
world of mysterious reserve, set apart
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image
from a reality which will shatter it into a
thousand sparkling pieces. It is an Eden
of unreal proportions - tantalizing,
sensuous, flowing in marvelous streams of
pastoral idyllicism yet incestuously
corrupt, its core rotted by self-styled
seclusion.

The Finzi-Continis, a wealthy Jewish
family, are its propietors, its life, and in
the end as much its victims as the victims
of II Duce's hordes which drag them to
the inevitable concentration camps.
The characters are Giorgio, son of a

middle class Jewish family; Micol,
daughter of the Finzi-Continis; her
brother; and Giorgio's good friend who
becomes her lover. Between them is set
the complex inner workings of an
ambiguous plot, which plays an ironic
translation of itself, an irony intertwined
with the film's social themes in unique
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the codified mode of speech during the
play's currency.

Anachronistic
The staging of the play was also

anachronistic, with the actors phasing
asides to the audience from outposts on
the stage, the lighting actually coming
from the footlights and the scenery being
flat and conventidnal. In spite of hundred
year old conventions, the audience was
completely enthralled.

The villain, complete with churlish
sneers and arching eyebrows, drew hisses
and boos as he worked his evel spell over
the momentarily overcome Lady Isabel.
When the two leads came on stage at the
start of the play the crowd willingly gave
its applause, just as directed in the
program, in an effort to "thereby
acknowledge their artisitry and further
enhance their reputation." The prissy
Miss Corney, a complete stereotype of
the busy-body old lady. warrants
'-"*WiJtc1717.4-7 ji;";
classic. The plot line is readily apparent.
The drama comes just when it is
supposed to. And the audience laps it all
up. The Theatre Hopkins' production is
as faithful to the original as it can be, and
as such it is as entertaining, if not as
morally uplifting in this day and age, as
its more ancient predecessor.

of a doomed Eden
patterns. Through Giorgio we see the
intrusion of the fascist regime- a Passover
seder disrupted by a voiceless phone. In
Micol, whom Giorgio has loved,
unrewarded, for years, we perceive the
untouchable essence of the world of the
garden- the irresistible fragrance of a
flower too delicate for the outside world
yet too strong to be pinned to a point,
the elusive ever-desired Lamia, the
incestuous innuendos of "the relationship
with her brother( a sensuous, affected
youth- the symbolic core of the family's
deteriorating body) is played in
counterpoint to Micol's affair with
Giorgio's athletic friend- who serVes
Micol as a deviance from incestuous
strangulation, and yet provides the
measure of safety which Giorgio's frail
sincerity would not afford her.
The film is much more than this. With

the rich glows of an amethyst, it diffuses
its colors and light across the celluloid,
moving in passive waves of tone and
texture akin to a soft pastoral of muted
pastels. It is imbued with flowing blues,
yellows, greens and golds gently blended
over melodies of rococo sentimentality.
This is set in ironic counterpoint to the
rising fascist horror, the speed and
violence of the political tide. A Nazi flag
appears on a newsboy's bike, fascist
marchers engulf afternoon cyclers, the
aforementioned phone, all form pieces of
a puzzle which forms the,final disaster we
await from the outset. Alongside this we
view the inherent decay revealed in the
fabulous seclusion of the victimized
family, and see those who seek to touch
it, drawn down with it.

DeSica owes much to Bertolucci's 'The
Conformist' and Visconti's 'The
Damned'- not the least of which includes
his two stars Dominique Sanda and
Helmut Berger. The baroque images of
Bertolucci's film are transposed into
rococo and set, in the painterly style of
Visconti's slow-moving panorama, to fit
the film's pace. Where Visconti portrays
progression through tone and teXture(the
darkening lighting in 'The Damned', the
use of Mahler in 'Death in Venice'),
DeSica portrays delicate counterpoint.
Where Bertolucci looks into the agressor,
the deeply troubled fascista whose own
perversity he fears to affirm, DeSica

looks into the victims, entrenched in
garish decay, unable to avert impending
destruction.

In terms of the actors, Dominique
Sanda and Helmut Berger, DeSica has
chosen well. Both are infinitely complex
in appearance and performance, creatures
of myriad impressions. Berger's measure
of affectation, his extreme sensuality, his
precise if not effeminate articulation, all

add to a quality which is demonic while
retaining pathos. Dominique Sanda may
well be the most captivating woman ever
to be imprisoned on film, a Boticellian
Dietrich, alternately innocent and
sensuous, encompassing the scope of
sexual potential from purity to lesbianic
affirmation- boyish, girly, naive, deeply
mature- a spectrum of possibilities. Her
person speaks a thousand words before
she even utters a deep-throated
Garboesque phrase. Her stance, her
movement, slouching and weaving herself
into the levels of the film which she
embodies. She epitomizes the perfect
capitulation of the final frames: dressed
in black, her golden hair pulled back,
juxtaposed against a wrinkled Jewish
matron, they await a like doom.

`The Garden of the Finzi-Continis' is a
film worth seeing, worth watching
carefully several times, for it unfolds
those qualities which excellent art allows-
the beautiful multi-leveled mirror into
which we read our own separate
features.

Dist. Publishers-Hall Syndicate
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Multiple majorities hamper Muskie delegation
By JOHN CROFFORD

Representative Democracy got
a workout last Saturday at
UMBC and emerged with an
acute myocardial infarction
There was a meeting of 92
aspirants for 18 delegate
positions on the Muskie slates in
the second, third and seventh
congressional districts. Everyone
present claimed to represent
some major portion of the
electorate.

If this was a radical departure,
it was also remarkably familiar.
The meeting was chaired by the
Maryland State Chairman of the
Muskie organization, Ted
Venetoulis. At the front of the
room, sitting in folding chairs
and yawning, were other
coordinators of the Muskie
campaign. The folding chairs
filling the room were occupied
by delegate-aspirants, all of
whom were dressed in coats and
ties, except for the one
"representative young person,"
who wore a body shirt.
The meeting began as the

Chairman, speaking in his best
Monty Hall sincerity tone, asked
for the aspirants' ideas on the
selection process. This controlled

Have an intimate rendevous
over a Harley's Sub and a
Coke.

Harley's, the Class in
Carry out.

3111 St. Paul St.
• OPEN LATE

JUST BOOZE
AND GOOD VIBES

610 North Eutaw Street
Open 3 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Proof of Age Required

that is safei,
legal lit
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• can be iet up on an
outpatient- basis by calling
The ProbleniPiegnancy
Educational 'Service, Inc.
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chaos continued long enough to
evoke memories of Hopkins'
Student Council meetings. No
consensus was ever glimpsed and
the aspirants lapsed into silence
waiting for the chance to sell
themselves modestly but
forcefully.
Ted then gave them their

chance. The Chairman
pronounced each name with
sobriety and respect. The
delegate-aspirants got the
message- everyone here will be
considered equally and
fairly; really, guys.
The first to be heard was

Barbara Mikulski, a member of
the Baltimore City Council. "My
name is Barbara Mikulski... and
1

that rhymes with Muskie," she
began. The slightly nervous
delegates filled the hall with
laughter. Little did anyone know
how long the other 91 vendors
would peddle their wares.

But they were all there in
force. There were the
silver-haired, forty year-old
women representing the
suburban political club set. The
smug "I'm one of you, the
organization cocktail party
clique" tone of voice is only
exceeded by the size of the
earrings, the thickness of the
makeup, and the nauseatingly
fashionable dress of these
self-styled women
representatives.

Also present was the
effervescent, epileptic Housewife,
who spoke of the kids' cute
slogan, Send Morn to Miami for
Muskie. Perhaps Mom should
take the kids to Disney world
and apply for a job as a
professional optimist. The
young people were numerically if
not actually represented. There
were several young, slick "I'm
President of my Student Council,
a Boy Scout and a legislative
page" types attires in
six-buttoned, double breasted
suits and wide ties, of course.

The selection of delegates will
be made in ate next ten days by
Senator Muskie. This selection of
delegates as well as written

applications they submitted
containing their names and
demographic details as well as the
political and civic activities that
they have been involved in, plus a
detailed biography.
The Muskie people say they

are looking for community
involvement, good attitudes on
issues and great depth of "Muskie
feeling" in a delegate. In search
of this last virtue, several delegate
aspirants were heard chanting as
they drove back to their
communities things like "Ed
Muskie does resemble Abe
Lincoln" and "Jane Muskie is the
finest woman in the world." With
fans like these maybe Muskie
could beat Nixon.

THE GREAT SMOKY MOUNTAINS
ARE NOW IN MARYLAND.

Pear.
It tastes a little
greater than
anything you've
ever tasted. Isn't
that enough?

41'

Apple.
If we'd been
around a little
sooner, Adam
wouldn't have
eaten an apple. He
would have sipped one.

Grape.
Our grapevine tells us this is
going to be big. Really big.

Strawberry Lane.
We made this one
for a pure and
simple reason. It
tastes terrific!

Peach.
Why should wine
taste like something
foreign when it can
taste like fresh
peaches? Blackberry.

For the very
adventurous.
Now think. Did
anybody ever say
you weren't?

SMOKY MOUNTAIN WINES
Smoky Mountain Wine Company • P.O. Box 6447. Lakewood Station • Atlanta. Georgia 30313

Cargill, Wilson & Acree, Inc.
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NO MORE PENCILS, NO MORE BOOKS,
NO MORE TEACH S' DIRTY LOOKS.
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TWA INTRODUCES THE 1972
GETAWAY* PROGRAM.

This ad wasn't written to amuse you. It was
written to get you to think. To think of how few
school vacations you may have left.

Before you know it, the 9 to 5 hassle will be
starting. So this summer may be your last real
chance to travel. To help you plan youngetaway, let
us send you our free Getaway* Kit.
With the Kit you can get:
TWA's Stutelpass.*
A coupon booklet that gives you a room and

continental breakfast in either a guesthouse or
student hotel in Europe for only $4.80 a night.
No advance reservations are needed.
Also included are free coupons that can be used

for bullfights, use of a bicycle, theater tickets,
sightseeing and more.
TWA's Bed and Breakfast Adventures.

2- to 7-day guesthouse packages to any of 50
European cities. Among them Amsterdam, where
you can spend 3 days for only $22. And Athens,
where 3 nights cost only $16.
TWA's Getaway* Card Application.
With TWAs Getaway Card, you can charge

airfare, hotels, meals, car rentals, Getaway
packages and more. And then take up to two years
to pay.

It's the most widely distributed, widely accepted

\"*•

airline card in the world. And it's free.
TWA's Youth Passport* Card.

If you're 12 thru 21, you can get 1/3 off normal
domestic coach flights, on a standby basis.
Plus discounts on over 20 other airlines in the

United States, Canada, and Europe.
The card also gets you discounts at over 700 shops

and hotels around the world.
TWA's Getaway* Guidebook.
A 224-page guidebook highlighting 19 of the most

popular cities in the world.

PLEASE SEND ME
DENT/YOUTH GETAWAY KIT.

TWA, P.O. Box 876
Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735

Name 

Address

\ City 

State   Zip

TWA
My travel agent is

'Service marks owned exclusively by TWA.

AA74 "c'zi1P1
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Hustling Jay laxmen roll over Penn, 14-6
By BILL SCHOEFFLER

In the second pre-season
lacrosse scrimmage of the spring,
Johns Hopkins downed the
University of Pennsylvania, 14-6,
Saturday afternoon. Exhibiting
both teamwork and the
important stickhandling and
passing talents that were not yet
evident at this point last season,
the Blue Jay offense was quite
effective against the Quakers.
Crease attackrnan Don Krohn
and midfielder Rick Kowalchuk
each earned hat tricks, scoring
three goals apiece, and the six
assists by the team indicate skill
at hitting the open man.

Improvements in the defense
were also apparent, as the player
coverage and execution of slides
and shifts were sharper than the
week before. Though they were
working as a unit more
proficiently, the defense did
make some costly errors due to
early season lack of experience.
But gaining valuable

intercollegiate experience is
exactly. the purpose of these
pre-season scrimmages.

Penalties
An indication of the physical

nature of Saturday's game was
the high occurence of penalties.
Penn, which tends to play a more
physical brand of lacrosse, and
Hopkins each sustained several
unnecessary fouls where
slash-happy players seemed a bit
anxious and overly aggressive, a
problem of control which should
clear up as the season progresses.
With the many penalties, an
unusually large proportion of the
game was played with one team
having the man advantage. In
these situations the Blue Jays
capitalized more effectively,
scoring five power play goals
while thwarting the Quakers time
and again.
The big difference in the

scrimmage, however, was in the
ground ball coverage, which
Hopkins dominated 74-37.

Jack Thomas eludes Penn defender in last Saturday's scrimmage.

Scooping well at both ends of the
field, the Blue Jays were thus
able to retain control of offense
and sucessfully complete clears
which had been broken. Mike
Siegert picked up several key
defensive ground balls while
Thomas converted several scoops
into scoring plays. In the
midfield the play of Eric
Bergofsky and Kowalchuk was
another asset for the team.

Catchup Lacrosse
For the second time in as

many scrimmages Hopkins found
itself playing catchup lacrosse
within the opening minute of
play. Penn won the starting
face-off and scored in a mere 38
seconds. Hopkins then got
started and, with the Quakers a
man down, passes from
Kowalchuk and Billy Nolan set
up Thomas to tie the score. Less
than a minute later Nolan netted
a cross body shot after coming
around from behind the goal. A
Hopkins penalty then hurt as
Penn tallied on the uncontrolled
rebound following a picture save
by goalie Les Matthews. The Blue
Jays continued their scoring
crusade as Captain Gary
Handleman bounced home a
Thomas feed by the Quaker
goalie, and Don Krohn scooped
an errant centering pass into the
net, promptly doubling the
Hopkins ;cad.

In a replay of the start of the
game, Penn took the second
quarter face-off straight to the
goal, making the score 4-3 in
only 36 seconds. Midway
through the period Matthews
made another inspirational save

which was followed by three
Hopkins goals within a one
minute stretch. With no more
scoring in the first half, Hopkins
lead at the break 7-3.

The Blue Jays dominated the
third period both physically and
statistically. The advantage was
obvious as Hopkins grabbed 25
of the 30 ground balls credited,
and outshot the Quakers 17-6. In
fact, Matthews was only called
on to contend with 3 shots on
goal, two of which were from
close range by wide open
attackmen.

Hopkins kept the pressure on
the Penn defense, and on a
Quaker penalty three quick shots
preceded a Ken Winegrad con-

Varsity lacrosse coach Robert Scott looks forward to a new season.

version of a feed from Don
Krohn. Matthews then came up
with his most spectacular save of
the day, when a Penn attaclunan
came in all alone on a fast break
from the restraining line, with
Les blocking the open shot. In
the period Hopkins outscored the
Quakers 5-2 with Kowalchuk
netting two, Winegrad getting his
second on a Kowalchuk rebound,
and Krohn tallying his third after
a heads up play by Thomas.
The scrimmage ended with

both squads substituting freely to
allow the benches an opportunity
to get intercollegiate experience.
Fourth quarter scoring was

limited as much of the playing
action was in the midfield area.

BRINGS RED BLOODED YOUTH

LOVE AND PEACE
(or how a piece of the
big action this summer

can bring love all
year 'round)

$145*or more
a week... you're
both pollutedjuiced
on V-8 fumes... prove

the big talk!

bub...(Hey
want big action
thiS Summer ?
can get you

one hundred
and forty five*
love notes or
more weekly
...less tmv
cut of course!

Let's
protest...

dust off the
banneri

Eagey youth... love and peace
is yours... Check these facts:

of the students who worked 10
or more weeks last summer
about lout of 4 earned more
than $160 weekly- aboul 1
out of 5 earned more than
$185 weekly. Guys and gals
qualify if® over le, ® have
valid drivers license,can drive
a 4 on-the-floor ® Have good health

Down the banner
Anna, I'm heading
for the Summer
placement director
or student aid

office!

Out tout! We let
red blooded college
youth earn the
full count at Good
H umor...nothing to
buy, rent, spend .We
provide everything
...and its all theirs
...$ 145* a week

or more!

* Average Earnings-Surnmer /970 ro—
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OFF TO SERVE KIDS &GROWN-UPS
THESE FAMOUS GOOD HUMOR

ICE CREAM PRODUCTS

Sign up for thi
Campus interview date!

MARCH 20th cv
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Veterans make Hop golf team MAC contender
By MARC HELLER

"The golf team" said Coach
Wyn Smith, "will be much
improved over last year." The
addition of four strong freshmen
golfers and the returning
lettermen from last year's 5-9
team will make the squad a
contender for the MAC
championship this year.

Coach Smith is a very likeable
man who readily expresses his
enthusiasm for the coming year.
He played golf for four years at
Hopkins from '61 to '65 and
captained the team his senior
year. He has returned to Hopkins
as a graduate student in electrical
engineering on a grant provided
by the Westinghouse Corporation
for whom he had been working.
He said that he was lucky to

receive the coaching job. He went
up to the Athletic Center to ask
Marshall Turner if he could help
out with the golf team and was
immediately offered the job as
coach. Mr. Turner was Wyn
Smith's mentor when he played
for Hopkins.

Six members of this year's golf
squad are able to shoot below 80
and attain a five handicap, which
is an average of 6 or 7 over par.
Four freshmen, Bill Bradley, Rob
Ivanhoe, Ken Leopole, and
Leighton Toney are characterized

by Coach Smith as strong hitters

and capable of leading the team
in its MAC matches. Jay Conaty,
a transfer student, and returning
letterman Steve Erdman also
consistently score below 80.
The squad has no formal
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practices, and the players must
go out to Mt. Pleasant Golf
Course on their own to prepare
for the first match of the year,
April 6th, against Pennsylvania
Military College.

During the season, the team
plays 14 other schools. Deleware
is the perennial golf power in the
MAC and should prove to be the
key match of the year.

Fickle Finger
A team such as Delaware may

actively recruit golfers but at
Hopkins, it was fate which
brought four freshmen pre-meds
who are good golfers, to form the
nucleus of its team.

"Unlike in lacrosse, Hopkins is
not a golf power," said Smith,
"and actually it is pretty lucky
we are able to have a team of

such talent." The members of the
squad enjoy playing the sport,
Smith enjoys coaching, and all

are optimistic of the team's
chances this year in its quest for.
an MAC crown.

sports briefs
Fencing

Senior co-captain ,Ingram
Roberts and teammate Gary
Green combined to lead The
Johns Hopkins University fencers
to the epee team title at the
North American Conference
tournament at Pace College
Saturday afternoon in
Manhattan. In addition to
helping the Jays earn their first

' NAC epee championship since
1965, Roberts took home a

trophy for taking third place in
the individual competition.
Hopkins finished sixth in a field
of twelve in the three-weapon
competition.

Lacrosse

Today the Blue Jays host.
Towson State in a 4 pm
scrimmage that is the last match
before Saturday's regular season
opener against Yale.

IF YOU ARE PREGNANT
and

NEED HELP
CALL - 7 days, 24 hours

(collect if necessary) 215-877-7700
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City's symphony to resume concerts tomorrow
By RICHARD BURKHARDT
The musicians of the

Baltimore Symphony Orchestra,
on strike since December 21,
have agreed to resume concerts
beginning Wednesday without a
contract.

Last week the musicians voted
66 to 13 to accept a proposal
from Baltimore's Mayor
Schaefer. Under the temporary
settlement, the Mayor is to
appoint a Blue Ribbon Citizen's
Committee to review wages,
season length, and fund raising.
Musicians will receive a
SW-per-week raise for the
remainder of the season,
retrocative for weeks worked
before the ten-week strike began.

Uplift
The Committee is to provide

"a blueprint for the future,"
according to the Mayor, who is
to announce names of
Committee members shortly.
According to some sources,
Hopkin's ex-president Dr. Milton
S. Eisenhower, a gifted
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fund-raiser, will act as chairman.
The Symphony receives

financial support from the city
and state, from patrons and
sponsors, and from the Ford
Foundation.

Orchestra spokesmen have
repeatedly emphasized that local,
private and corporate wealth has
yet to be tapped. They claim that
an aggressive and innovative
approach to fund raising is
needed. They cite the Pittsburgh
Symphony's innovative
endowment drive as a successful
example.

No Settlement
The Orchestra Board of

Directors offered $7,980 for the
1971-72 season. The musicians
sought a guaranteed minimum
wage of $10,604 for the season.
Joseph Meyerhoff, president of
the Board, called their demands
"completely unrealistic."

In addition, the musicians
want to work a longer season.
Boston and Philadelphia, for
example, have concerts

1 
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year-round. Summer
engagements, they argue, would
stimulate public interest.
Baltimore's season is now 38
weeks. They are asking for a
46-week season by 1973-74.

Keith Kummer, Chairman of
the Symphony Musicians

Committee, emphasizes "There
has been no settlement of the
strike." Musicians' spokesman
Caroline Corey adds, "We are
working without a contract; very
possibly the musicians will renew
the strike if they are not happy."
The players are hoping for

"more than a band-stand
solution." Says musician Robert
Pierce, "often implantation of
such a study is inadequate—their
is a tendency to postpone." He
describes the Mayor's plan as "a
sincere attempt to seek a solution
to the problem."

When it comes to
engagements,

we wrote the book...
It's 40 pages filled

with diamond engagement and
wedding rings. In beautiful full

color you can look at hundreds of
different styles. Everything from

antique to modern.
Vanity Fair has been in the dia-

mond business since 1921. We

import our own diamonds, design

and manufacture the settings,

and mount the gems. And since

1921 we've sold directly to deal-

ers. Now in a new and unique

marketing policy, we're selling di-

rectly to college students.

What it all means is that we've

eliminated the middleman profits

that can drive up the price of a

diamond ring.
In fact we've done it so well, we

can probably sell you a diamond
ring for 50% less than anyone
else. If we don't we'll give you

your money back. We give you

that guarantee in writing.
You can read all about our

guarantee and a lot of other inter-

esting facts about diamonds in

our book. It's free . . .

send for it!
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